A Dynamic Event-Triggered Transmission Scheme for Distributed Set-Membership Estimation Over Wireless Sensor Networks.
This paper is concerned with the distributed set-membership estimation for a discrete-time linear time-varying system over a resource-constrained wireless sensor network under the influence of unknown-but-bounded (UBB) process and measurement noise. Sensors collaborate among themselves by exchanging local measurements with only neighboring sensors in their sensing ranges. First, a new dynamic event-triggered transmission scheme (ETS) is developed to schedule the transmission of each sensor's local measurement. In contrast with the majority of existing static ETSs, the newly proposed dynamic ETS can result in larger average interevent times and thus less totally released data packets. Second, a criterion for designing desired event-triggered set-membership estimators is derived such that the system's true state always resides in each sensor's bounding ellipsoidal estimation set regardless of the simultaneous presence of UBB process and measurement noise. Third, a recursive convex optimization algorithm is presented to determine optimal ellipsoids as well as the estimator gain parameters and the event triggering weighting matrix parameter. Furthermore, the proposed dynamic ETS is applied to address the distributed set-membership estimation problem for a discrete-time linear time-varying system with a nonlinearity satisfying a sector constraint. Finally, an illustrative example is given to show the effectiveness and advantage of the developed approach.